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Abstract 

The study aimed to analyze saving insurance through blanket guarantee policy and 

examine the agreement on saving insurance after the establishment of deposit insurance 

corporation based on Law No. 24 of 2004. This research was normative legal research using 

statutory approach and conceptual approach. The study indicated that the agreement on 

saving insurance through the blanket guarantee policy guarantees all bank liabilities with an 

unlimited amount of guarantee. The implementation of savings insurance through the 

deposit insurance corporation is considered as limited guarantee, however it covers as many 

depositors as possible. The guarantee provided by the deposit insurance corporation only 

covers public deposits in banks (depositors). 
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ntroduction 

The banking industry has two special characteristics. First, as one of the 

subsystems of the financial services industry, in this context the bank can be said 

to be the heart or the driving force of the economy of a country or one of the 

leading indicators of the level of stability of a country's economy together with the 

capital market industry.[1] 

In addition, the banking industry is an industry that relies heavily on public 

trust (fiduciary financial institutions).[1] Public trust is crucial for the bank.[2] Once 

the public lost their trust in banks, the banks will face a “rush” and eventually 

collapse.[3] In the United States in the 19th-20th centuries, every 20 years there 

was a banking crisis as a result of a lack of confidence.[4] 

With these two special characteristics, the banking industry is an industry 

that is considered as the most heavily regulated industries.[5] Implementation and 

enforcement must be carried out very carefully by taking into account the economic 

consequences and the function of banking in the country’s economy as well as 

public trust which must be maintained properly. 

In 1998, the financial crisis in Southeast Asia was followed by an economic 

and political crisis in Indonesia.[6] At that time, the economic condition was very 

worrying, which could be seen from the number of banks being liquidated, causing 

unrest among the public about the stability of the banking world.[7] 

One of the main reasons was that there is no guarantee about the savings 

when the bank is liquidated.[8] The public trust is very crucial and considered as 

the main element that must be maintained.[9] This trust can be obtained by having 

legal certainty in bank regulation and supervision as well as guaranteeing bank 

customer deposits or saving insurances in order to improve bank business 

continuity in a healthy manner.[10] 

In order to overcome the crises that occurred, especially the crisis of 

confidence, which began to decline in 1998 when the monetary and banking crisis 

hit Indonesia, the government issued several policies including providing 

guarantees for all bank obligations, including public deposits which known as 

“blanket guarantee”.[11] In its implementation, the blanket guarantee can indeed 

regenerate public trust in the banking industry, however the scope of the guarantee 

is too broad, causing moral hazard both from the bank management side and the 

public.[12] In order to  overcome this issue, the guarantee program which is too 

broad in scope was replaced with a limited guarantee system which was 

implemented through the establishment of the Indonesia Deposit Insurance 

Corporation also known as IDIC. 

The establishment of Deposit Insurance Corporation in Indonesia is 

regulated under the Law No. 24 of 2004 concerning Deposit Insurance Corporation 

(hereinafter Deposit Insurance Corporation Law).[13] The Deposit Insurance 

Corporation or IDIC is “an independent, transparent, and accountable institution in 

performing its duties and exercising its authority”.[14] The Deposit Insurance 
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Corporation or IDIC has 2 (two) main functions, namely: ensuring customer’s 

deposit as well as actively maintaining banking system in accordance with its 

authority.[15] 

The function of the agreement is carried out as required by making payment 

of guarantee claims for deposits from bank customers whose business licenses are 

granted. Meanwhile, the function of actively participating in maintaining the 

stability of the banking system is realized in the form of efforts to save and restore 

failed banks that do not have a systematic impact or fail banks that are 

systematically affected (bank resolution). 

Previous study was conducted by Diana R. W. Napitulu in 2022 concerning 

“Beneficiary of Resolution Bank by Indonesia Deposit Insurance Corporation 

(LPS)”.[16] The study was focused on resolution bank or restructuring of the failed 

bank by Indonesia Deposit Insurance Corporation to meet the beneficiary principle. 

In 2019, similar study was conducted by Nanang Pradana and Sri Anggraini Kusuma 

Dewi concerning “Peran Lembaga Penjamin Simpanan (LPS) Pada Bank Gagal 

sebagai Upaya Perlindungan Hukum Terhadap Nasabah”.[11] The focus of the 

study was on the role of the Deposit Insurance Corporation on Failing Bank as a 

Legal Protection against Customer. 

According the abovementioned, there seems to be a similar topic namely 

regarding the Deposit Insurance Corporation. However, the focus of the study is 

different. The current study is focusing on the insurance saving through the blanket 

guarantee policy and the insurance saving with the establishment of Deposit 

Insurance Corporation. 

The study aimed to analyze saving insurance through blanket guarantee 

policy. Further, it also examines the agreement on saving insurance after the 

establishment of deposit insurance corporation based on Law No. 24 of 2004 

concerning Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

Based on the abovementioned, there are two main issues need to be 

discussed, as follow: 

1. How is saving insurance guaranteed through a blanket guarantee 

policy? 

2. How is the guarantee of saving insurance with the establishment of 

Deposit Insurance Corporation? 

Research Method 

This study was normative legal research that focusing on the laws and 

regulations as the object of the research.[17] This research applied statutory 

approach and analytical conceptual approach. This study used primary legal 

materials in the form of legislation and jurisprudence, and secondary legal 

materials which include books, journals, and other written legal materials. Research 

legal materials are collected through document studies, in search of conceptions, 

theories, legal opinions that are relevant to the research problem. The collected 
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legal materials were analyzed qualitatively and comprehensively. After being 

analyzed, then the legal material is presented in a descriptive analysis 

Result and Discussion 

Saving Insurance through the Blanket Guarantee Policy 

The banking crisis in Indonesia was triggered by the revocation of the 

business licenses of 16 banks which was immediately followed by a systematic flight 

of deposits and transfers.[7] This is inseparable from the public perception of an 

implicit guarantee from Bank Indonesia for the viability of a bank, in other words, 

liquidity for troubled banks is avoided as much as possible and instead strives to 

be saved.[18] Meanwhile, protection for depositors of funds in the form of an 

explicit guarantee does not yet exist. 

In its later development, the crisis condition in the banking sector became 

systemic and almost paralyzed. Such conditions are indicated by the Non-

Performing Loan (hereinafter NPL) of banks reaching an average of 50% of the 

total assets of Bank Indonesia. In addition, the cost of rescue is estimated to reach 

10% of the average Gross Domestic Product (hereinafter GDP) of Indonesia over 

the last 15 years. The Blanket Guarantee policy in the international world, in 

principle, is an instrument of action on the obligations of troubled banks both to 

depositors and creditors. 

In order to increase public confidence in the banking industry, the 

government in 1998 issued a blanket guarantee policy, as a form of guaranteeing 

customer funds at Commercial Banks and Bank Pekreditan Rakyat or People’s 

Credit Bank (hereinafter BPR), by issuing Presidential Decree No. 26 of 1998 

concerning Guarantees against Payment Obligations for Commercial Banks and 

Presidential Decree No. 193 of 1998 concerning Guarantees Against Payment 

Obligations of Bank Pekreditan Rakyat. Both decrees mainly regulate: 

Presidential Decree No. 26 of 1998 Presidential Decree No. 193 of 1998 

1. Payment obligations guaranteed by 

the government are funds held by 

deposit owners and creditors, 

including rupiah and foreign 

currencies; 

1. Payment obligations guaranteed 

by the government are non-bank 

third party funds, which have 

time deposits, savings and or 

other equivalent forms; 

2. The terms, procedures and other 

implementation provisions shall be 

stipulated by the Minister of Finance 

after receiving consideration from 

the Governor of Bank Indonesia; 

2. The terms of procedure and other 

implementation provisions are 

stipulated by a Decree of the 

Board of Directors of Bank 

Indonesia; 

3. The implementation of the 

guarantee is carried out by an 

institution determined by a 

Presidential Decree. 

3. The implementation of the 

guarantee is carried out by Bank 

Indonesia. 

With the issuance of Presidential Decree No. 26 of 1998 and Presidential 

Decree No. 193 of 1998, it shows that the government has guaranteed all bank 
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payment obligations, including public deposits.[19] The policy, which is based on 

the presidential decree, is expected to convince the public to return to trust in 

saving their funds in banks so that the banking world in Indonesia recovers from 

the crisis.  

Blanket guarantee is a temporary emergency instrument and is usually 

applied when a systemic crisis occurs in the banking sector.[20] In theory, if 

blanket guarantees are believable, they can prevent ban runs.[21] However, 

guaranteeing bank restructuring initiatives could incur significant expenses and 

exacerbate moral hazard in the future.[22] The advantages of a blanket guarantee 

stem from the fact that it boosts public confidence by removing the temptation to 

withdraw deposits. 

In Indonesia, the implementation of blanket guarantee was implied 

temporary until the systemic banking crisis recovers and the budget burden will be 

borne by the government. In practice, there are variations in the coverage of 

blanket guarantees that have been applied in several countries when the banking 

system experienced a crisis. The following is the implementation of blanket 

guarantees in several countries and their scopes: 

No. Country Scope of Blanket Guarantee 

1.  Finland Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

2.  Sweden 
Covers all bank obligations to depositors and creditors including 

bank guarantees 

3.  Japan Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

4.  Mexico Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

5.  Turkey Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

6.  Thailand Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

7.  Korea Covers all deposits of depositors without a limit on the amount 

The implementation of the blanket guarantee scheme is indeed able to 

suppress the occurrence of bank runs and capital flight from the banking industry, 

but with the large amount of funds that must be provided and issued by the 

government, the blanket guarantee scheme is considered very burdensome to state 

finances because it absorbs state finances in a significant amount, and creates a 

moral hazard for the public and bank managers, where people are not encouraged 

to be selective in choosing banks and bank management is carried out in an 

unprudential manner and the principle of prudence is not maintained.[12] For this 

reason, a new guarantee scheme is needed that can eliminate or at least minimize 

the emergence of moral hazard and the burden on state finances. 

Noting that the blanket guarantee implemented by the National Bank 

Restructuring Agency (hereinafter IBRA) had negative implications and burdened 

state finances, such a guarantee scheme ended in 2004 with the establishment of 

the Deposit Insurance Corporation (LPS) based on the Deposit Insurance 

Corporation Law. The change in the guarantee scheme in 2004 was carried out in 

line with the improving performance of the banking industry, namely the 

implementation of a limited guarantee scheme. This limited guarantee scheme is 
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more oriented towards protecting the payment of public funds deposited with banks 

in the form of savings, with the amount guaranteed to be limited in a certain 

amount, but can reach as many customers as possible. 

Saving Insurance by the Establishment of Deposit Insurance 

Corporation 

As a substitute for a full or unlimited guarantee policy (blanket guarantee), 

the Deposit Insurance Corporation (LPS) was established through Law no. 24 of 

2004 which was later amended by Law No. 7 of 2009 concerning Stipulation of 

Government Regulation in Lieu of Law No. 24 of 2004 concerning Deposit Insurance 

Corporation (hereinafter Law No. 7 of 2009). Saving insurance for bank customers 

carried out by the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC is limited (limited 

guarantee), but covers as many customers as possible. 

Thus, there are two basic differences between the guarantees provided by 

the blanket guarantee program and the guarantees provided by the Deposit 

Insurance Corporation or IDIC, namely in terms of coverage and the amount of 

money guaranteed..[23] The blanket guarantee guarantees almost all bank 

liabilities with an unlimited amount of guarantee (the sky is the limits), while the 

guarantee provided by the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC only covers public 

deposits with banks (depositors) with a certain maximum amount (limited). 

The issuance of Law No. 24 of 2004 concerning the Deposit Insurance 

Corporation marks a new chapter in the national banking system.[24] The 

existence of the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC cannot be separated from 

efforts to increase financial sector stability and to restore public confidence in the 

banking sector.[25] People are expected to no longer worry about saving their 

money in banks, because if there is a crisis in a bank, their savings will remain safe 

and get guaranteed returns from the government.[25] 

The existence of the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC is intended to 

eliminate negative implications arising from the implementation of blanket 

guarantees in the past and to provide better legal protection for creditors, including 

depositors of funds. Regarding the protection of depositors in the Indonesian 

banking system, this can be done in 2 (two) ways, namely:[26] 

Implicit Deposit Protection, namely the protection generated by effective 

supervision and bank development, to avoid the occurrence of a bank bankruptcy. 

The strategies aren't based on explicit regulations, but rather on inferences drawn 

from previous government actions.[27] This protection is obtained through: 

1. Legislation in the banking sector 

2. Efforts to maintain bank soundness 

3. Maintaining bank soundness 

4. Conducting business activities with the principle of prudence 

5. Providing credit that does not harm the bank and the interests of 

customers 
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6. Provide risk information to customers. 

Explicit Deposit Protection, specifically, protection through the creation 

of an entity that guarantees public deposits, such that if a bank fails, the institution 

will replace the public monies deposited with the failing bank. The formation of 

institutions that guarantee public savings provides this protection. 

According to abovementioned, it is shown that the establishment of the 

Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC is classified as explicit deposit protection 

that designed to ensure the protection to the public deposits.[28] The concept of 

deposit protection is formulated explicitly in the legislation including its purpose, 

duties, functions and authorities. 

The Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC is “an independent, transparent, 

and accountable institution in performing its duties and exercising its 

authority”.[14] According to the Article 4 of the Law on Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, it is stipulated that the functions of Deposit Insurance Corporation 

are: 

a. “Insure customer’s deposits; and 

b. Actively participate in maintaining the stability of banking system in 

accordance with its authorities”. 

In carrying out its function in insuring customer’s deposits, the Deposit 

Insurance Corporation or IDIC has “to formulate and determine implementation 

policies of deposit insurance and implement the deposit insurance program”. 

Further, the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC also has several tasks in order 

to be able to maintain the stability of banking system, namely: 

a. “To formulate and determine policies to actively participate in 

maintaining the stability of the banking system; 

b. to formulate, determine, and implement the resolution policy for 

Failing Banks that do not have a systemic effect; and  

c. to perform the handling of Failing Bank that has a systemic effect”.  

According to the Article 43 of the Deposit Insurance Corporation Law, it is 

stipulated that “in the process of liquidating a Failing Bank whose license is revoked, 

the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC shall take necessary actions in order to 

preserve the asset of the liquidation process”. Further, the Deposit Insurance 

Corporation or IDIC shall “decide to dissolve the bank’s legal entity, appoint a 

liquidation team and announce the bank’s status as under liquidation”. 

The insurance claim will be certified eligible if it fits the following 

requirements, as determined by the Deposit Insurance Corporation's reconciliation 

and/or verification: 

a. The Deposit(s) are recorded in the bank; 

b. The Deposit interest rate does not exceed the guarantee rate; 
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c. Does not conduct any action that are burdensome to the bank. 

If a bank is unable to continue its business and its business license must be 

revoked, the Deposit Insurance Corporation (LPS) will pay the deposit of each 

customer of the bank up to a certain amount after previously carried out 

reconciliation and verification. The value of deposits guaranteed by the Deposit 

Insurance Corporation or IDIC as of October 13, 2008 is Rp. 2,000,000,000, - (two 

billion rupiah) through Government Regulation No. 66 of 2008 concerning the 

Number of Deposits Guaranteed by the Deposit Insurance Corporation. The 

issuance of the Government Regulation is the legal basis for the renewal of the 

maximum value of the previous guarantee, which was Rp. 100,000,000, - (one 

hundred million rupiah). 

The establishment of the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC means that 

there is a guarantee of legal certainty for the return of customer deposits in the 

event that a bank’s business license is revoked.[29] The existence of the Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, or IDIC, is part of the government’s comprehensive 

approach to establishing a banking and financial safety net. It is implemented as a 

banking safety net through a guarantee program and the handling of failing banks 

(liquidated banks), while it is implemented as a financial safety net through the use 

of surplus and accumulated premiums. 

Conclusion 

Based on the abovementioned, it can be concluded that Blanket guarantee 

is a temporary emergency instrument and is usually applied when a systemic crisis 

occurs in the banking sector. In theory, blanket guarantees can prevent ban runs 

if they are credible. However, guarantee could add substantial costs to bank 

restructuring programs and may increase moral hazard going forward. With regard 

to the saving insurance, the government establish an institution named Deposit 

Insurance Corporation or IDIC with limited guarantee, but covers as many 

customers as possible. The existence of the Deposit Insurance Corporation or IDIC 

is intended to eliminate negative implications arising from the implementation of a 

blanket guarantee and provide better legal protection for depositors. 
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